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The characteristics of pools and weir fishways, such as drops between pools and water depth at weirs, are highly 
correlated with flow conditions at fishways, especially around weirs. The suitable flow for migrating fish varies 
with species, so it is necessary to consider multiple species when designing a fishway. In this study, the 
swimming behavior of char (Salvelinus richardson), ayu (Plecoglossus altivelis altivelis) and freshwater sculpin 
(Cottus pollux) around a weir under nine hydraulic conditions for two shapes of weir were studied. Five ultra-
high-speed cameras were installed for the experimental study, for both tracing the swimming loch and analyzing 
the hydrological regime. The findings revealed that the flow conditions, which are defined by the combination of 
drops and overflow depth, affected fish swimming behavior when both “approaching the flow from the weir top” 
and “passing over the weir” differently for each species. In each case, both char and ayu, which are free 
swimmers, could find the flow from the weir top and pass over the weir. But ayu, which are strong swimmers but 
smaller than char, require the over-flow condition for successful migration rather than the submerged over-flow 
condition. Freshwater sculpin, which is a small bottom-swimming fish, showed a completely different behavior. 
They did not migrate in each case, and only the submerged flow condition permitted them to migrate over the 
weir. It was hence assumed that particular flow conditions along the weir give this weak swimmer the chance to 
migrate under the submerged flow condition. 
 
 

1 INTRODUCTION  

As river fragmentation results in significant environmental impacts on the local scale [1], [2], structures to 
facilitate fish passage around obstacles for multiple species and life stages need to be designed. Given that 
swimming performance is variable across species, body size, and growth, fish passage should be designed to 
create a flow suitable to permit the target species to pass, especially if the species chosen is a weak swimmer. In 
the case of pools and weirs fishway, the values of drop and water depth on weirs are commonly designed as a 
small value for weak swimmers, to decease the maximum velocity on the fishway. The flow condition of the 
pool also relates to fish migration. For example, plunging flow is a suitable flow condition for small fish, such as 
ayu (Plecoglossus altivelis altivelis) [3].  
Sculpin, which are a bottom swimming fish, are weak swimmers which have been particularly impacted by the 
fragmentation of rivers. Frequently pools and weir fishways do not allow sculpin to migrate through the fish 
passage, even though the drop and water depth on the weir is designed to be sufficiently small. Still, sculpin have 
been found on the upper side of weirs or small dams without a fishway after flooding, suggesting passage is 
sometimes possible. Consequently, to preserve or improve ecosystem connectivity in rivers greater consideration 
and knowledge of suitable flow conditions for these weak swimmers is required. In this study, the swimming 
behavior of char (Salvelinus richardson), ayu and freshwater sculpin (Cottus pollux) around a weir under nine 
hydraulic conditions for two shapes of weir were studied. The suitable flow conditions of sculpins did not accord 
to char and ayu. These are related to their swimming performance in the fishway.  
On the other hand, the flow conditions of a fishway that has no discharge control system, fluctuate in 
conjunction with the reservoir level, so some of these weak fishes might migrate through the fishway. In this 
study, the behavior of fishes under various flow conditions of the fishway were observed, focusing on the 
submerged flow of the weir. 
 



2 EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Experimental equipment and materials 

Experimental models of fishways were placed in a 3 m-wide concrete flume with one observation window (2.2 × 
2.1 m) to facilitate direct observation and filming. The weir was 80 cm high and the pool was 200 cm long. The 
channel and weir of the model were made of wood. There was a 15-cm drop from the upstream end of the 
channel to provide the high flow velocity required in the experiments. Five portable high-speed video cameras 
(DITECT Co., Ltd., Sports Corder, Tokyo, Japan) were installed in a darkroom outside the observation windows, 
of which three were set perpendicular to the observation window for two-dimensional analysis, and the other two 
were set at a slant to observe the dead angle area. As the shutters of each of the five video cameras were 
synchronized, it was possible to synthesize three-dimensional images from the analysis result of each video 
capture. A strobe lighting system and lighting equipment were installed in the darkroom and above the 
waterways, respectively. The strobe lighting system was also synchronized to the shutter speed of the cameras, 
allowing for the filming of clear images of fish around the boulders using high-speed photography. 
Eighteen hydraulic conditions, comprising three drops (10, 15, 20 cm) and three water depths on a weir (10, 20, 
30 cm), two weir shapes, were prepared. In this study, the submerged height is defined as “(water surface level 
of pool on downstream side of weir) – (weir top level)”. The swimming behavior of char (small char: body 
length (BL) = 153.3 ± 2.9 mm, body height (BH) = 25.0 ± 0 mm, n = 3; large char: BL = 208.3 ± 10.4 mm, BH = 
31.3 ± 1.2 mm, n = 3) , ayu (BL≒111mm) and sculpin (BL = 88.5 ± 3.2 mm, BH = 14.0 ± 1.0 mm, n = 50) on 
the experimental model was observed for two hours under each set of hydraulic conditions. Both upstream and 
downstream swimming performances were each recorded for 17 seconds as 1/200 second frames. Additionally 
the flow conditions were recorded by a monochrome high-speed video camera (DITECT Co., Ltd., Sports 
Corder, Tokyo, Japan) to allow for the analysis of particle image velocimetry (PIV) systems. Water flow in PIV 
systems is visualized by tempura flour on which a slit lighting laser system is used for detailed observation of 
several cases. The average velocity of the no-boulder area was 1.2–1.0 m.s−1 for a 20 cm depth of flow and 0.8 
m.s−1 for a 5 cm depth of flow. 

2.2 Analysis 

For each shot of fish behavior, of which there were over 20 shots for each experimental case, 2,401 frames of 
capture were checked by an image-reproducing device. Each behavior was classified to one of three swimming 
performances: “Attempt but unsuccessful migration over weir”, “Attempt and successful migration over weir”, 
“drift downstream”.  To compare conditions for each experimental case, “Attempt rate” and “success rate of 
migration” were defined as follows: 

 
Attempt rate = (total number of observed behavior of “Attempt but unsuccessful migration over weir” and 

“Attempt and successful migration over weir”) / (number of all observed behavior) 
Success rate of migration = (number of observed behavior of “Attempt and successful migration over weir”) 

/ (total number of observed behavior of “Attempt but unsuccessful migration over weir” and “Attempt and 
successful migration over weir”) 

 
Additionally, the characteristic actions of fishes were traced using automatic tracing software “DIPP motion 

PRO,” (DITECT Co. Ltd, Sports Corder, Tokyo, Japan) to compare their swimming performance numerically.  
 

3 RESULTS 

3.1 Approaching the flow from the weir top  

Attempt rates varied under each flow condition, especially for ayu and sculpin. Small water depth (10 cm) gave a 
higher value of attempt rate for ayu and char, but no sculpin attempt on two of the cases on which the submerged 
height was a minus value. Although the total number of behaviors to approach the flow from the weir top 
showed an inclination to a negative relation between the submerged height on ayu and char, this inclination was 
not shown in sculpin. When the submerged height is large, the flow on the pool changes from pluming flow 
condition to streaming flow condition. Ayu or char stay pool facing the downstream side on the streaming flow 
condition, so that it deceases the chance for ayu and char to find the flow from the top of the weir, though they 



could find the flow from the top when they moved upward unsteadily. It was assumed that the flow reaching the 
bottom of the pool reveals the flow from the weir top for sculpin.  

3.2 Passing over the weir 

On the point of passing over the weir, the flow regime around the weir is a concern in fish migration. Larger 
submerged height gives a higher success rate of migration for each species, especially ayu and char. It was 
observed that the direction of the stream line around the weir change miner when the submerged height is larger. 
It is reported that the change of the flow direction effort for fish migration around the top of weir [4]. It was 
assumed that submerged condition created a suitable flow for fish migration on which the direction of flow 
change slightly.  
 

4 CONCLUSION 

Suitable flow conditions in pools and weir fishways vary for each of the three fish species tested. On the point of 
approaching the flow from the weir, the flow upon which they reach their staying position including unsteadily 
movement seems important. On the point of passing over the weir, the small change of direction of flow that is 
created under a submerged flow condition gives a good result. Although more consideration is required, 
increasing the discharge on pool and weir fishways appears to give better opportunities for weak swimmers to 
migrate. 
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